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We apply two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy to differentiate between the two polyamorphous
forms of glassy water, low-density (LDA) and high-density (HDA) amorphous ices, that were ob-
tained by slow vapor deposition at 80 and 11 K, respectively. Both the vibrational lifetime and the
bandwidth of the 1–2 transition of the isolated OD stretch vibration of HDO in H2O exhibit charac-
teristic differences when comparing hexagonal (Ih), LDA, and HDA ices, which we attribute to the
different local structures – in particular the presence of interstitial waters in HDA ice – that cause
different delocalization lengths of intermolecular phonon degrees of freedom. Moreover, temperature
dependent measurements show that the vibrational lifetime closely follows the structural transition
between HDA and LDA phases. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4871476]
Along with a variety of crystalline ice polymorphs (at
least 15 phases are known today1–3), water can also exists in
more than one amorphous form in its glassy state.4–6 There
are two main types of amorphous ice: low-density amor-
phous (LDA) and high-density amorphous (HDA) ice. LDA
was first observed more than 70 years ago7 by vapor depo-
sition onto a cold plate, while HDA was first obtained by
Mishima et al. through the compression of the hexagonal ice
in 1984.8 Recently, an additional distinct structural state of
amorphous ice, very high-density amorphous ice (VHDA),
was acquired upon isobaric heating of HDA under pressure.9
This polyamorphism is believed to be a manifestation of the
multi-component structural aggregates in liquid water which
are responsible for the non-monotonous behavior of its vari-
ous thermodynamic and dynamic properties.10, 11 In the con-
text of the liquid-liquid phase transition hypothesis proposed
by Poole et al.,12 LDA and HDA are considered to be the
solid-state structural analogs of the low and the high density
liquid (LDL and HDL)—two distinct liquid phases below the
hypothesized second critical point.
Various experimental techniques including Raman,13, 14
IR,15, 16 and NMR17 spectroscopy as well as X-ray18, 19 and
neutron diffraction20–22 have been applied to determine the
structural properties of LDA and HDA. In particular with the
help of neutron diffraction together with isotope substitution,
it has been established that additional water molecules popu-
late an interstitial position in HDA between the first and the
second coordination shell, which results in its higher density.
Recently, we investigated isotope diluted LDA by ultra-
fast two-dimensional infrared (2D IR) spectroscopy.23 2D IR
spectroscopy24–28 monitors the local structure and dynamics
of the hydrogen bonds in water through the frequency of the
hydroxyl stretch vibration.29–32 We demonstrated that the high
structural disorder of LDA on the one hand, and the com-
plete lack of spectral diffusion on the other hand, allow one
to observe how various spectral properties of the hydroxyl
a)phamm@pci.uzh.ch
stretch vibration varies with hydrogen bond strength to the
water molecules in the first coordination shell.
In this contribution, we address the structural differences
of the two amorphous forms of ice with the help of 2D IR
spectroscopy. By comparing 2D IR spectra of hexagonal (Ih),
LDA, and HDA ice, we will demonstrate how vibrational
relaxation, lineshapes, and diagonal anharmonicity are cor-
related with structural motifs, revealing a signature of the
interstitial water molecule in HDA.
As mentioned above, HDA ice is usually obtained by
pressurizing ice Ih at low temperatures.8 In this work, we use
a different preparation method, in which HDA is produced by
slow vapor deposition onto a substrate at 11 K. In this way, an
ultrathin film of ice is obtained which is a crucial requirement
for transmission spectroscopes such as 2D IR. It is impor-
tant to stress that vapor-deposited form of HDA used in this
work cannot be considered as fully analogous to the HDA ob-
tained through pressure-induced amorphisation. As expected
for glasses in general, different preparation procedures leads
to variation in the resulting state. The transition tempera-
ture to LDA provides probably the most striking evidence re-
garding the difference between both forms: pressure-induced
HDA relaxes to LDA at 130 K5 while vapor-deposited HDA
shows a significatively lower transition temperature of 38 K.33
Nevertheless, on basis of electron diffraction it has been
shown that both versions of HDA are very similar in terms
of density and structure.34 Most importantly, both vapor-
deposited and pressure-induced HDA forms posses an addi-
tional water molecule at the “interstitial” site, allowing one to
draw a reasonable analogy between both forms with regard to
the effect of structural disorder on the vibrational dynamics,
which is the topic of this Communication. From this point on,
the term “HDA” will be preserved for vapor-deposited HDA
unless stated otherwise.
We start with comparing IR absorption spectra of ice
Ih (Fig. 1, green dotted line), LDA (red dashed line), and
HDA (blue solid line). Throughout this Communication,
we will investigate the OD-stretch vibration of 10% HDO
0021-9606/2014/140(15)/151102/5/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC140, 151102-1
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FIG. 1. Normalized absorption spectra of HDO in H2O spectrum in ice Ih
(green dotted line), LDA (red dashed line), HDA ice (blue solid line). The
small peak below 2350 cm−1 originates from trace amounts of CO2.
in H2O. Isotope diluted HDA (ρ = 1.17 g/cm3), LDA
(ρ = 0.94 g/cm3), and Ih (ρ = 0.94 g/cm3) ices were produced
by slow vapor deposition with rate of less then 0.1 μm/min
onto a cold CaF2 window held at 11, 80, and 150 K, respec-
tively, in a closed-cycle He cryostat. The ice Ih and LDA
samples were subsequently cooled down to the desired tem-
peratures. The HDO/H2O mixture was degassed before depo-
sition by a freeze-pump-thaw procedure, and the thickness of
the ice layer was monitored in situ by monitoring the trans-
mission of the probe pulse during deposition. The deposi-
tion process was stopped once an optical density of 0.15 was
reached for all three samples, which corresponds to the thick-
est layer (≈0.5 μm) for which HDA still remains stable at
11 K. All samples show reproducible spectroscopic proper-
ties under our experimental conditions.
Figure 1 shows that both amorphous phases exhibit
broader absorption bands than ice Ih due to the larger struc-
tural disorder in the glassy state. The absorption band in
HDA is shifted a bit to higher frequencies compared to LDA
(peaking at 2460 cm−1 vs. 2435 cm−1, respectively), which
implies that albeit its higher density, on average, the hydro-
gen bond strength in HDA is weaker. The average O· · ·O
distances of 2.77 Å and 2.82 Å for LDA and pressure-
induced HDA, respectively, were previously reported.17, 18
This counter-intuitive density/hydrogen bond strength cor-
relation is usually explained by the presence of additional
interstitial water molecules found between the first and the
second coordination shell in HDA, which have indeed been
observed in the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function
derived from X-ray and neutron scattering experiments.21
These interstitial water molecules force water molecules in-
volved in the tetrahedral network to move slightly apart, thus
increasing the average O· · ·O distance.
2D IR spectra were recorded in pump-probe geometry us-
ing an interferometer to generate two collinear phase-locked
pump-pulses separated by coherence time t1.35 A second de-
lay stage shifted the two pump pulses with respect to the probe
pulse, referred to as population time t2. Unwanted interfer-
ence effects resulting from scattering from the ice samples
were suppressed with help of a wobbling Brewster window.36
The probe beam was sent through a spectrograph onto an
array MCT detector for frequency-resolved detection. We
scanned t1 = (−300, 1000) fs and recorded spectra for var-
ious population times t2 delays up to 5 ps.
Figure 2 shows normalized 2D IR spectra of the OD
stretch vibration of ice Ih, LDA, and HDA for a population
time t2 = 500 fs at 11 K. Anisotropic responses are shown,
constructed from two separate 2D IR measurements with
two orthogonal pump polarizations (SZZZZ − SZZYY). This
procedure separates vibrational (anisotropic) from thermal
(isotropic) signals by exploiting the lack of orientation motion
in the ice samples.23 The on-diagonal (blue) peaks are associ-
ated with bleach and stimulated emission between ground and
first excited state (0–1 transition), while the oppositely signed
off-diagonal peaks (red) are due to the anharmonically shifted
absorption from the first to the second excited state (1–2 tran-
sition). For all three samples, the lineshapes of 0–1 transition
are consistent in terms of bandwidth and position with the cor-
responding absorption spectra (Fig. 1). LDA and HDA show a
diagonally elongated narrow 0–1 peak, reflecting the signifi-
cant amount of inhomogeneous broadening in the glassy state.
Very recently, this observation was also confirmed with help
of molecular dynamic simulations.37 A small inhomogeneous
broadening, possibly due to proton disorder is also observed
for ice Ih.38, 39
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FIG. 2. Normalized anisotropic (SZZZZ − SZZYY) 2D IR spectra of the OD
stretch vibration of ice Ih, LDA, and HDA (from top to bottom) at 11 K for
population time t2 = 500 fs. We depict the pump frequency axis (ωpump) verti-
cally and the probe frequency axis (ωprobe) horizontally. Linear fit for minima
(red dashed line) and maxima (blue dashed line) along the transition lobes are
shown for LDA and HDA ices with the corresponding slope differences α.
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More revealing is the 1–2 transition, for which signifi-
cant variations in the lineshapes are found for the three dif-
ferent samples. Both amorphous ices exhibit a dependence of
the anharmonic shift as well as of the linewidth of the 1–2
transition with the excitation frequency, while the 1–2 lobe
remains unresolved in ice Ih due to the narrower frequency
distribution. To quantify the anharmonic shifts for the amor-
phous samples the maxima (for 1–2 transition) and minima
(for 0–1 transition) of the spectral slices along the ωpump axis
were linearly fitted. The difference between the slopes of 0–1
and 1–2 transition reflects the stronger dependence of anhar-
monicity on the excitation frequency in HDA (α = 11◦) vs.
LDA (α = 7◦).
Due to the lack of spectral diffusion, no significant
change of lineshape is observed as a function of population
time t2 in any of the samples, but the overall intensity de-
creases due to vibrational relaxation. The decay of 1–2 transi-
tion is considered to be a reliable measure of vibrational life-
time as it directly reflects the population of the first excited
state. The intensity of the 1–2 band is shown in Fig. 3 for
HDA (blue), LDA (red), and Ih (green). Dashed lines in Fig. 3
correspond to single exponential fits (within signal to
noise there is no indication of non-exponential behavior),
which reveal a relaxation time in HDA (1.6 ± 0.2 ps)
that is significantly slower than in LDA (0.6 ± 0.05 ps) and
Ih (0.5 ± 0.05 ps). Note that these decay times are obtained
at the same frequency positions in all three cases (i.e., ωpump
= 2412 cm−1 and ωprobe = 2210 cm−1, which corresponds to
the peak of the 1–2 lobe in ice Ih).
The comparison of the vibrational relaxation for the
subensembles of molecules absorbing at the same frequency
is made in attempt to isolate, at least partially, the effect of
various hydrogen bond environments on the relaxation pro-
cess. The vibrational frequency of the hydroxyl stretch (ω)
correlates not only with the hydrogen bond length but also
with the hydrogen bond angle.40 Thus considering molecules
at the same ω does not necessarily guarantee a similarity in lo-
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FIG. 3. Decay of the 1–2 signal for HDA (blue dotted line), LDA (red dotted
line), and ice Ih (green dotted line) as function of population time t2, in all
cases taken at (ωpump = 2412 cm−1, ωprobe = 2210 cm−1), which corresponds
to the peak for ice Ih. (Inset) Decay constants of all three ices as function of
temperature with consistent color code.
cal hydrogen-bond arrangement (especially when ordered Ih
is compared to disordered HDA). Nevertheless in essence the
relationship between ω and hydrogen bond strength (which
depends on both length and angle) is still considered to be
valid. Comparable hydrogen bond strengths (defined as just
discussed) in the various forms of ice do reveal significantly
different relaxation times. Vibrational relaxation of the OD
stretch vibration is believed to proceed through the HDO
bending mode of the molecule itself,41–43 or the H2O bend-
ing mode of neighboring water molecules;44 in any case, it is
mediated by phonon degrees of freedom. Thus, longer range
structural properties and hence more delocalized phonons
must play a significant role in the relaxation process.
Due to the excessive inhomogeneous broadening and
static environment of the amorphous ices, using 2D IR spec-
troscopy we can also measure the vibrational lifetimes as
function of the excitation frequency (Fig. 4(a)), thus exploit-
ing the effect of the various hydrogen bond environments on
the relaxation rates. For both LDA (red) and HDA (blue),
the relaxation rates correlate with vibrational frequency and
hence with hydrogen bond strength in the same manner, that
is, the stronger the hydrogen bond, the faster is the relaxation.
The relaxation rates vary by about a factor 2 throughout the
accessible frequency range, and the observation we already
made before, namely that vibrational relaxation in LDA is sig-
nificantly faster than in HDA at a given frequency position,
remains valid everywhere.
Another observable is the linewidth of the 1–2 transi-
tion, which is quite different in LDA versus HDA (Fig. 2).
Figure 4(b) shows that this linewidth also has a characteris-
tic pump frequency dependence, and that the 1–2 transition is
narrower in HDA as compared to LDA in the entire excita-
tion range. An asymmetry of the linewidth of 0–1 versus 1–2
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FIG. 4. (a) Vibrational lifetime and (b) linewidth of 1–2 transition as func-
tion of excitation frequency ωpump for LDA (red dotted line) and HDA (blue
dotted line). The black asterisks in both panels indicate the corresponding
values for ice Ih.
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transitions has been observed for liquid water45, 46 and much
more prominently for ice Ih,47–49 and has been attributed to
a specific coupling of the OD stretch vibration to phonon de-
grees of freedom. As for the vibrational relaxation time, we
find that this coupling is different for LDA versus HDA for a
given strength of the local hydrogen bond to the OD group,
so again we conclude that these phonons must be of more
delocalized nature than just the first coordination shell.
Finally, we show in Fig. 3 (inset) the vibrational lifetimes
for all three forms of ice as a function of temperature, again
at all the same frequency positions. Neither ice Ih (green)
nor LDA (red) exhibits any significant temperature depen-
dence. The same trend has been observed before for ice Ih and
has been explained by the lack of a temperature dependence
of hydrogen bond strength measured via the OD absorption
frequency.50 Also the absorption spectra of LDA show hardly
any temperature dependence of the peak frequency (see
Figure S1 in the supplementary material54). The vibrational
lifetime in HDA (blue), in contrast, decreases form 1.6 ps
down to 0.8 ps between 20 K and 40 K in a step-like man-
ner with no significant evolution further on. Such a jump
suggests a major structural rearrangement in HDA in this tem-
perature range. Indeed previous studies have shown that vapor
deposited HDA undergoes a transformation to LDA around
38 K.33 It is an irreversible transition, so once LDA is formed,
the spectroscopic properties remain constant when decreas-
ing temperature again below the transition temperature (see
Figure S1).
It is interesting to note that the vibrational lifetime of this
phase-transformed LDA remains ≈30% larger than of LDA
produced by direct deposition at 80 K. Thus, even though both
of these samples are classified as LDA ices, small structural
differences must still exist that depend on the history of the
preparation protocol, not surprising for a glassy state.51–53 The
vibrational relaxation rate thus appears to be a rather sensitive
probe of such minor structural differences.
A qualitatively similar step-like temperature dependence
of the vibrational lifetimes has been observed for the phase
transition from liquid water to ice Ih.50 As in our case, the
transition from a highly disordered phase to a more ordered
phase manifests in a significant decrease of the vibrational
lifetime.
In conclusion, we demonstrated and analyzed the dif-
ferences of ice Ih, LDA, and HDA in terms of the spec-
troscopic information accessible from ultrafast 2D IR spec-
troscopy. We systematically varied the long range structural
order from very ordered in ice Ih through LDA to the highly
disordered HDA phase. From neutron diffraction it is known
that all three phases are quite similar with respect to the local
structure of the first coordination shell.21 This is essentially
what the absorption frequency in the IR spectrum is sensitive
to—the strength of the hydrogen bond of a hydroxyl group
to the directly hydrogen bonded water molecule in the first
coordination shell. However, 2D IR spectroscopy can provide
more information; for the purpose of the present discussion
in particular about the vibrational lifetime, the linewidth of
the 1–2 transition and diagonal anharmonicity. The first two
are rather unspecific measures of the coupling of the hydroxyl
stretch vibration to phonon degrees of freedom. While there
is a correlation of hydrogen bond strength and this coupling
(Fig. 4), both these measures reveal that the coupling is
weaker in HDA as compared to the more ordered LDA phase
or ice Ih. It is interesting to note that LDA and ice Ih appear
to be essentially the same in terms of vibrational relaxation
(Fig. 4(a)), but not in terms of the linewidth of the 1–2
transition, for which ice Ih lies between LDA and HDA
(Fig. 4(b)). With regard to the diagonal anharmonicity, both
amorphous ices behave in a consistent way, i.e., stronger hy-
drogen bonds induce larger anharmonic shifts. However, the
smaller values of anharmonic shifts observed for LDA vs.
HDA cannot be explained with help of a one-dimensional OD
stretch potential, suggesting that couplings to other degrees
of freedom must also be considered. In any case, we consider
the slower vibrational relaxation and the narrower linewidth
of the 1–2 transition to be a signature of larger structural dis-
order in HDA ice due to the presence of interstitial water
molecules. Given the fact that pressure-induced and vapor-
deposited HDA ices are structurally similar,34 qualitatively
the same behavior is expected also for pressure-induced HDA.
As a speculative explanation for the differences in LDA
versus HDA we propose that it might be the larger delocaliza-
tion length of phonon degrees of freedom in an more ordered
system that leads to an effectively higher density of phonon
states with spatial overlap with the OD group. Alternatively,
it may also originate from the significant difference in the lo-
cal structure. In particular, the anharmonic coupling between
OD stretch vibration and hydrogen bond will depended on
the angle, presumably strongly decreasing with increasing an-
gle, resulting in slower vibrational relaxation for a strained
hydrogen bond configuration. It would be interesting to ad-
dress those ideas with the help of mixed-quantum/classical
simulations.
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